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Per Beverly... never a fragmentLife is not what one lived, 
but what one remembers, 
and how one remembers it,
in order to recount it. 

Gabriel Garcia Marquez, 
Living To Tell The Tale
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NOTE

These narratives include moments in the lives of four popes – John 
XXIII, Pius XI, Pius XII, and John Paul I. The respective procu-
rators of causes for their beatification or sainthood have variously 
praised or advanced no major objections to the contents of these 
narratives. 
Notably, this included Peter Gumpel, S.J., postulator for the beatifi-
cation of Pius XII, in approving the historical accuracy of my text. As 
Pope piu XII’s advocate, however, he sought variant interpretations 
of otherwise acceptable facts or passages, as noted on page 112.

1. Human Tapestry of Happiness 
Happiness is as a butterfly, which,
When pursued, is always beyond our grasp,
But which, if you sit down quietly, 
May alight upon you.
Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Scarlet Letter 

 
The search, the dream for something beyond ourselves, some pathway 

to happiness, runs through the following stories of some remarkable men 
and women of our time – actors and artists, saints and popes, surgeons 
and cancer survivors, a stone mason in West Virginia, an American prin-
cess, and the founder of Israel in the Sinai desert. 

Its fleeting presence also graces many others –a beautiful woman with 
leprosy, a girl with a python, a cancer survivor with a ladybug, a youth 
on a hang-glider, a Hindu in the arms of a Catholic nun, and a mountain 
village in north Italy when a bricklayer’s son became a Roman pope.

From across the years, these moments appear suddenly before us – so 
many of them and in so many ways that readers, finding themselves in 
one or other narrative, experience unexpected insights, and even solu-
tions, to many dilemmas in their own lives. Such moments, in our sin-
gular or collective existence, also contain an immediate presence, which 
appears to be far more urgent and important than half a century ago.

Finally, they merge into a human tapestry of happiness with an in-
terlocking of narratives in reports to the United Press, CBS, Newsweek, 
Vogue, and the New York Times. As they arrive, each encounter seems to 
indicate a true pathway to happiness, until it appears elsewhere in ano-
ther form – another arrival of Hawthorne’s elusive butterfly.

Nor were they alone, for their flights of happiness invariably reflected 
my own – beginning with the war in Italy and meeting a ghost-figure of 
Death on a road in the moonlight, whom my friend Nanni had seen once 
before among the bodies of the fallen on the banks of the Ebro.


